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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Super Cookie Challenge for all branches of Guiding. Girl Guide Cookies
is the official fundraiser of Girl Guides of Canada and it is essential that the girls and
Guiders understand the importance of this. Through cookie sales, Girl Guides of
Canada can provide many opportunities to girl members and Guiders by offering
supplementary program challenges, national and international trips, girl events and
training events. This challenge has been created to encourage girls and Guiders to
explore the power of Girl Guide Cookies. As a Guider using the challenge with your unit,
we want to encourage you to use a variety of methods when presenting these concepts
to your girls. Some ideas include using skits, discussions, displays and other visual
aids. Have fun!
Sincerely,
The BC Program Committee

Objectives
1. To understand the importance of Girl Guide Cookies.
2. To help promote Cookie Selling in our communities.
3. To assist girls develop essential life skills as responsible citizens in our community.

Challenge Requirements
To earn the Super Cookie Challenge, girls need to earn “challenge credits,” and
complete at least one activity from each of the four sections: You can complete this in
just one meeting, or go into more depth and complete it over a series of meetings.
Credits required for each branch: Sparks need 4 credits, Brownies need 5 credits,
Guides need 6 credits, Pathfinders need 7 credits and Rangers need 8 credits.
When you have fulfilled the requirements, complete the BC Crests Order Form found
on the BC Girl Guides website http://www.bc-girlguides.org/ (click on Program >
Challenges & Activities > Provincial Challenges). Instructions on how to order the crests
are provided on the form.

Program Connections
At the end of this booklet you will find a list of program connections – areas of the girls'
regular program for which the Super Cookie Challenge meets the requirements for
completion. These program connections are intended as guidelines to help you fit the
challenge into your regular program planning. In some cases, the challenge activity is
very similar to an activity in the program area; in other cases, the challenge activity
could be used as an alternative to activities mentioned in the program area. In all cases,
remember that the girls' program is intended to be flexible: if an activity meets the
objectives of the program area, and if it is interesting and challenging for the girls, by all
means give them credit for it as part of their program requirements.
© Girl Guides of Canada - Guides du Canada
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SUPER COOKIE CHALLENGE: TRACKING SHEET
Complete at least one activity from each section, for a minimum total required for your
branch. Sparks and Brownies need 5 credits, Guides need 6 credits, Pathfinders and
Rangers need 7 credits. Remember, you can always substitute your own activities that
meet the objectives.
The History of Girl Guide Cookies
Objective: To learn about the history of Girl Guide Cookies. Try one or more of the
following activities:

q Cookie Timeline and Milestones
q Vintage Cookie Box Designs

q Original 1927 GGC Cookie Recipe

Cookie Information
Objective: To learn about the three types of cookies and where the cookie crumbles.
Try one or more of the following activities:

q Cookie Nutritional Facts
q How the Cookie Crumbles

q Cookie Infographic – Crunching the
Cookie Numbers

Essential Life Skills with Cookie Selling
Objective: To encourage girls to develop essential life skills as they sell cookies. Try
one or more of the following activities:

q Financial Management (Handling Money, Budgeting, Goal Setting)
q Business (Initiative, Etiquette, Marketing)
q Social (Interpersonal Skills, Safety, Teamwork, Leadership, Creativity)
Cookie Selling and Public Relations
Objective: To be ambassadors of Girl Guides of Canada while selling cookies! Try
one or more of the following activities:

q Cookie Advertisement and
q
q
q
q

Commercial
Cookie Songs
Cookie Posters
Cookie Booth, Table, Dispenser, Drive
Thru, Vending Machine, or a Wagon
Cookie Concession Box
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q
q
q
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Cookie Costumes
Cookie Blitz
Cookie Days in Canada
Cookie All Stars
Cookie You Tube Videos
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Think Outside the Cookie Box
Objective: To create fun things with cookies boxes and cases. Try one or more of the
following activities:

q
q
q
q
q

Cookie Recipes
Crafts with Cookie Boxes and Cases
Cookie Scrapbook
Cookie Board Game
Cookie Games
Cookies Around the World

Objective: To learn about cookies from around the world. Try one or more of the
following activities:

q
q
q
q

Girl Scout Cookies (United States of America)
Girl Guide Biscuits (Australia)
Girl Guiding Biscuits (New Zealand)
Girl Guide Cookies (Singapore)

COOKIES ARE FOR SHARING:
CHALLENGE CREST AND COOKIE USB
NOTE: In order to receive the Super Cookie Challenge Crest or purchase the GGC
Cookie USB for $10 each, you must submit a minimum of 5 photos and 1
testimonial write-up of the different Cookie Creations your unit made while completing
the Super Cookie Challenge to the BC Program Committee at the following email
address: crests@bc-girlguides.org. For example, submit photos of a cookie booth,
cookie vending machine, cookie board game, cookie scrapbook, etc. Send the Program
Committee “Tell Us” type stories in whatever format works for you.

Super Cookie Challenge Crest:
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THE HISTORY OF GIRL GUIDE COOKIES
Cookie History Timeline and Milestones
1. Hand out index cards with important dates and
events related to Girl Guide Cookies. Transfer the
information listed below onto individual index
cards. Use a different card for each date and each
event.
2. Each girl should receive one index card.
3. Have the girls match up the date with the event
described on the index card.
4. Then have the girls place the event in
chronological order in which the events occurred.

Supplies

q
q
q
q

Markers
Poster Paper
Small Stickers
Index Cards

Timeline:
1927

The first GGC cookies are sold in Regina, Saskatchewan.

1929

GGC begins selling cookies as the official fundraising activity for the
organization.

1946

Vanilla crème, maple cream, and shortbread cookies are introduced.

1953

Classic chocolate and vanilla cookies make their first appearance.

1960

A special box commemorates the 50th anniversary of GGC.

1966

The classic vanilla and chocolate cookies are back.

1967

GGC centennial cookies are sold.

1991

During the Gulf War, every Canadian soldier is given a box of GGC
cookies upon arrival in Saudi Arabia.

1992

Former Girl Guide and Canadian astronaut, Roberta Bondar, juggles GGC
cookies in space.

1995

Chocolatey mint cookies are sold in all provinces across Canada.

2003

All classic chocolate and vanilla and chocolatey mint cookies are
produced in a nut-free and peanut-free bakery.

2009

GGC launches reduced trans fats in the chocolatey mint cookies.

2009

GGC launches first national cookie-selling rewards initiative, Cookie All
Stars.
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2010

A special 100th anniversary commemorative box is produced. The classic
chocolate and vanilla cookies are now 0 g trans fat per serving.

2011

GGC cookies gets its own Twitter account, @girlguidecookie.

2012

The GGC cookie box gets a new look, featuring fun illustrations tracing the
journey from Sparks to Rangers.

2014

GGC classic chocolate and vanilla cookies are certified as Kosher.

NOTE: An illustration of the Cookie History Timeline can be seen in the Canadian
Guider - Winter 2017 edition.

Vintage Cookie Box Designs
1. Search the internet for graphics of Vintage Cookie
Box Designs.
2. Try to find out what year each cookie box is from.
3. Print and cut out all the Vintage Cookie Box
Designs and paste them on poster paper.
4. Have a gallery walk to see all the different designs
that have been used to feature GGC cookies over
the last 90 years.
5. Ask the girls to come up with a new and fresh
design for Girl Guide cookies.
6. They can work in pairs or in their patrols to
brainstorm various designs. Should the boxes
include photographs of girls doing Guiding
activities? Should the boxes have fun sketches or
clipart from the GGC Brand Centre? The clipart
can be found at:
brandcentre.girlguides.ca
7. Then have them sketch and colour their designs.
8. Make a design for the mint cookies and make one
design for the classic cookies.
9. Share the cookie box designs with everyone once all
activity.

© Girl Guides of Canada - Guides du Canada

Supplies

q Print Outs of Vintage
Cookie Box Designs

q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Poster Paper
Glue Sticks
Scissors
String
Cookie Box Template
Felts
Pencil Crayons
Cookie Clipart from
GGC Brand Centre

the girls have completed this
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Cookie Box Template:

Source: Pinterest
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Original 1927 GGC Cookie Recipe
1. Tell the girls how Christina Riespman, a Guider in
Regina, Saskatchewan baked and sold cookies to
Supplies
raise money for a camping trip.
q Copy of the Original
2. Tell the girls that they will be making some cookies
1927 Cookie Recipe
using Christina’s original recipe.
3. Divide the girls up into patrols.
q Ingredients Listed in
4. Give each patrol all the ingredients to the Original
Recipe
1927 GGC Recipe.
5. Have the girls bake the cookies. Compare the
original cookies to the current cookies by doing a
taste test. Ask the girls to evaluate which cookie they like the best and give reasons
for their choice.
6. Host a Mother’s Day Tea or a Tea Party for a younger branch to sample all the
cookies.

Original 1927 GGC Cookie Recipe
Source: Girl Guides of Canada
Ingredients:
1 cup (250 mL) butter
1 cup (250 mL) sugar
3 eggs
2 tablespoons (30 mL) cream
pinch of salt
1 teaspoon (5 mL) baking soda
2 teaspoons (10 mL) baking powder
½ teaspoon (2.5 mL) ground cardamom
3 cups (750 mL) flour
Instructions:
1. Preheat oven to 325°F.
2. Cream butter and sugar.
3. Beat in eggs and cream.
4. Combine salt, baking soda, baking powder, cardamom and flour.
5. Sift dry into wet ingredients and mix into dough.
6. Roll and cut, using a small floured glass or cookie cutter and sprinkle with sugar.
7. Bake at moderate heat until done.
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COOKIE INFORMATION
Cookie Nutritional Facts

Supplies
1. Have the girls read the Nutritional Facts label on
q Chocolatey Mint GGC
the back of the Chocolatey Mint GGC Cookie box
Cookies
and the Classic GGC Cookie box.
q Classic Vanilla and
2. Give the girls some chart paper and have them
Chocolate GGC
compare the amount of calories, cholesterol,
Cookies
carbohydrates, proteins, and sodium in the two
different types of cookies.
q Chart Paper
3. Then have the girls compare the ingredients used
q Markers
to make the two different types of cookies.
4. Have the girls make suggestions for future Girl
Guide cookie choices to keep pace with consumer
trends: gluten-free, dairy-free, sugar-free, fat-free, low-fat, low-carb, low-calories,
organic cookies.

Source: Girl Guides of Canada – Brand Centre
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How the Cookie Crumbles

Supplies
1. Divide the girls into patrols.
q How the Cookie
2. Hand out copies of the infographic, How the Cookie
Crumbles Infographic
Crumbles, to each patrol. Make sure that the girls
Sheet
have one for the fall cookies and one for the spring
q Poster Paper
cookies.
3. Discuss the $60 cost breakdown of a case of
q Markers
cookies (12 boxes):
a.
How much goes to Dare Foods Ltd for
manufacturing costs and delivery costs?
b.
How much does National Council get for national and international sponsored
trips, programming and operations?
c.
How much goes to BC Council for girl program, camps, events, Guider training,
marketing, membership fee subsidy, and operations?
d.
How much goes to Area Council for girl program, camps, events, meeting
spaces, and Guider training?
e.
How much is given to District Council to support program, district events and
camps, and operations?
f.
How much do Units get for unit activities, unit camps, craft supplies, badges, and
awards.
4. Have the girls create a pie chart to illustrate the breakdown in terms of percentages.
Give them some poster paper and some markers.
5. To summarize, reinforce the fact that all the revenue earned through the Girl
Guide Cookie Program benefits the girls and leaders in their community.

© Girl Guides of Canada - Guides du Canada
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Cookie Infographic –
Crunching the Cookie
Numbers

Supplies

q Cookie Infographic –
Crunching the Cookie
Number

1. Divide the girls into patrols.
2. Hand out Crunching the Cookie Numbers
Infographic cards to each patrol.
3. Have the girls analyze the information given on the infographic and discuss that
information.
4. Have the girls use an online infographic program, like Piktochart, to create their own
digital infographic for cookies. Let them be creative in displaying cookie numbers
and statistics.

Source: Girl Guides of Canada
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ESSENTIAL LIFE SKILLS WITH COOKIE
SELLING
Financial Management
(Handling Money,
Budgeting, Goal Setting)

Supplies

q Cookie Instant
Meetings

1. Complete a Financial Management activity from
one of the Cookies Rising Instant Meetings found on the Girl Guides of Canada
– BC Council website:
http://www.bcgirlguides.org/WEB/BC/Program/Instant_Meetings/BC/Program/Instant_Meetings.aspx?
hkey=d260237f-6dc9-48e1-ae46-46e70912d693
2. Choose one activity from one of the following Instant Meetings:
SPARKS

Cookies Rising: Cookies Count!
How Much Do They Cost?
$5 Cookie Hopscotch
Cookies Rising: Who Wants Girl Guide Cookies?
Making Changes
Cookie Math

BROWNIES

Cookies Rising: Blast to the Past
Cookie Conveyor Goals
Cookies Rising: Putting the Pieces Together
Cookies Sales Thermometer
Human Cookie Change
Cookies Rising: Smart Cookies!
The Cookie Case Money Game
Cookie Sales Goals

GUIDES

Cookies Rising: Crazy for Cookies
Cookie Sales Discussion
Cookies Rising: Playing with Cookies
Girl Guide Cookie Blitz Game
Cookies Mean Fun: Goal Setting

PATHFINDERS

Cookies Rising: Amazing Cookie Race
Cookies Rising: Cookie Apprentice
Cookies Rising: Lights, Camera, Cookies!
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Source: Pinterest

Business (Initiative,
Etiquette, and Marketing)

Supplies

q Cookie Instant Meeting

1. Complete a Business activity from one of the
Cookies Rising Instant Meetings found on the
Girl Guides of Canada – BC Council website:
http://www.bcgirlguides.org/WEB/BC/Program/Instant_Meetings/BC/Program/Instant_Meetings.aspx?
hkey=d260237f-6dc9-48e1-ae46-46e70912d693
2. Choose one activity from one of the following Instant Meetings:
SPARKS

Cookies Rising: Who Wants Girl Guide Cookies?
Role Playing

BROWNIES

Cookies Rising: Blast to the Past
Cookie Etiquette
Innovative Cookie Selling
Cookies Rising: Putting the Pieces Together
Cookie Puppet Theatre
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Cookies Rising: Smart Cookies!
Cookie Etiquette Game
Cookie Seller Theatre
GUIDES

Cookies Rising: Crazy for Cookies
Beach Ball Sales Pitch Game
Cookie Seller Theatre
Cookies Rising: Playing with Cookies
Cookie Jeopardy
Cookie Conversation Game

PATHFINDERS

Cookies Rising: Amazing Cookie Race
Cookies Rising: Cookie Apprentice
Cookies Rising: Lights, Camera, Cookies!

Social (Interpersonal
Skills, Safety, Teamwork,
Leadership, Creativity)

Supplies

q Cookie Instant Meeting

1. Complete a Social activity from one of the Cookies Rising Instant Meetings found on
the Girl Guides of Canada – BC Council website:
http://www.bcgirlguides.org/WEB/BC/Program/Instant_Meetings/BC/Program/Instant_Meetings.aspx?
hkey=d260237f-6dc9-48e1-ae46-46e70912d693
2. Choose one activity from one of the following Instant Meetings:
SPARKS

Cookies Rising: Cookies Count!
Cookie Selling Maze
Cookie Selling Etiquette Drawing
Decorate Cookie Selling Hats
Cookies Four Corners Game
Cookies Rising: Who Wants Girl Guide Cookies?
Cookies Sales Discussion
Musical Cookies
Spider Cookies (Snack)

BROWNIES

Cookies Rising: Blast to the Past
Cookie Thank You Cards
Cookie Banners
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Cookies Rising: Putting the Pieces Together
The Great Cookie Hunt
The Story of the Original Cookie
Cookie Safety BINGO
Cookies Rising: Smart Cookies!
Cookie Crossing Game
Decorating Cookies
Cookie Tag
GUIDES

Cookies Rising: Crazy for Cookies
Cookie Bingo
Balloon Safety Relay Game
Cookies Rising: Playing with Cookies
Marketing Picture Board
Cookie Box Tower

PATHFINDERS

Cookies Rising: Amazing Cookie Race
Cookies Rising: Cookie Apprentice
Cookies Rising: Lights, Camera, Cookies!
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COOKIE SELLING AND PUBLIC
RELATIONS
Cookie Advertisement
and Cookie Commercial

Supplies

q Poster Paper
1. Have the girls create Cookie advertisements on
q Markers
poster paper for the different cookie campaigns.
q Scissors
They can draw and colour the images or they can
cut out cookie graphics printed off the computer.
q Glue Sticks
Make sure to indicate the date, time and location of
q Cookie Graphics and
cookie sales.
Stickers
2. Have the girls make up entertaining Cookie
Commercials to promote cookie selling. Think of
catchy phrases, enthusiastic dances or jingles that could attract the customers’
attention. The commercials can be interactive.
3. Use Stop Motion to advertise cookie sales. Use the following You Tube video link as
a guide to create a movie that could be used to promote Girl Guide cookies:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8UqiYcWTYGc
This is your chance to be creative! Use voice overs, create an attractive backdrop,
add some hip music, etc.
4. The girls can also make an advertisement that illustrates what cookies can do.
Make a “Thanks to Cookies” advertisement showing all the activities that cookies
make possible.

Source: Girl Guides of Canada – Brand Centre
© Girl Guides of Canada - Guides du Canada
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Source: Girl Guides of Canada – Brand Centre

Cookie Songs

Supplies
1. In pairs or patrols, have the girls make up their own
Cookie Songs. Once they are done making up
q Cookie Song Lyrics
their songs, they can perform the songs for their
unit.
2. Alternatively, have the girls sing some Cookie
Songs made up by others.
3. Hold a Guiding Idol Night singing cookie songs. Have the Guiders be the judges.

© Girl Guides of Canada - Guides du Canada
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Various Cookie Songs
Source: Cookie Manual 2003 – Girl Guides of Canada
I Like Vanilla
[Tune = I Like the Flowers]

Cookie Time 1
[Tune = Jingle Bells]

I like vanilla,
I love the chocolate mint.
I like to dunk them.
In a glass of ice-cold milk.
I’ll eat the whole box,
When all the lights are down.
Boom-de-a-da, boom-de-a-da,
boom-de-a-da, boom-de-a-da.

Cookie time, cookie time,
It’s cookie time again.
Oh what fun it is to sell
To all my wonderful friends – Oh!
Cookie time, cookie time,
It’s cookie time again.
Oh what fun it is to sell
To all my wonderful friends.

Cookies in the Box
[Tune = Farmer in the Dell]
There are cookies in the box,
Cookies in the box,
Chocolate and vanilla too,
There’s lots, and lots, and lots.
For crafts, and camp, and fun,
Please help us sell a ton!
Chocolate and vanilla creams
There’s lots for everyone.

Cookies, Cookies, Brand New Cookies
[Tune = Row, Row, Row Your Boat]
Cookies, cookies, brand new cookies,
We’ve got some for you.
Twist them, dunk them, lick them, pop them.
Come and buy a few.
Buy, buy, buy some more,
Buy some more today.
Help the Girl Guides go to camp.
To learn, have fun, and play.

Girl Guide Cookie Song
[Tune = Frere Jacques]
Girl Guide Cookies
Girl Guide Cookies
Yum Yum Yum
Yum Yum Yum
Eat em’ by the dozen
Eat em’ by the dozen
They’re all gone!
They’re all gone!
© Girl Guides of Canada - Guides du Canada

Dashing down the road
With my Cookies in our hand
Oh what fun it is to play
In air, on sea, and land.
What fun it is to camp,
To sing, and shout, and play,
But we need to raise some funds,
Cookies help us pay our way.

I Know Someone You All Know
[Tune = Yogi Bear]
I know someone you all know – Sparks,
Brownie.
I know someone you all know – Guides and
Pathfinders
We all sell Girl Guide cookies, cookies,
cookies.
We all sell Girl Guide cookies – vanilla,
chocolate and mint.
This is a very special year – springtime,
springtime.
This is a very special year because of Mr.
Dare.
We all sell Girl Guide cookies, cookies,
cookies.
We all sell Girl Guide cookies – vanilla,
chocolate and mint.

Mary Had Some Girl Guide Cookies
[Tune = Mary Had a Little Lamb]
Mary had some Girl Guide cookies,
Chocolate ones, vanilla ones.
Mary had some Girl Guide cookies,
Please buy lots – yum, yum.
BC Program Committee (2017)
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Cookie Posters
1. Have the girls make some fun Cookie Posters.
These posters could be used during a cookie blitz
or while selling at venues.
The posters could have catchy slogans or could
show “Cookie Facts” with cookie illustrations.

Supplies

q Poster Paper
q Felts/Crayons

Photo: 31st London Guides (Ontario)

Source: Guider Lee Ann Fraser of Owl and Toadstool
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Cookie Booth, Table,
Drive Thru, Dispenser,
Vending Machine, and
Wagon

Supplies

q Large Cardboard
Boxes

q
q
q
q
q

Paint
Paint Brushes

Tape
1. Divide the girls into patrols.
Fabric Remnants
2. Have them decide what they would like to build to
create a visual presence for cookie selling: a cookie
Cookie Print Outs
booth, a cookie table, a drive thru, a vending
machine, or a wagon.
3. Brainstorm what the special cookie prop would look like.
4. Sketch what the cookie prop would look like first before attempting to build.
5. Make a list of all the materials and supplies required to build the cookie prop. Assign
girls to bring certain materials and supplies.
6. Before the next meeting, have all the girls gather or buy the materials.

Source: Goldenfields District, Alberta
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Building a Cookie Booth
Source: Canadian Guider – Spring 2017 Edition (page 19)
Written by Van Chau

Dimensions:
Cookie Table Base: 35” (width) x 8” (depth) x 32” (height)
Cookie Sign Support Stand: 78” (height)
What You Need
Cookie Booth Stand
-1/2” plywood
-1x4 lumber (2 pieces)
-R style cotter and clevis pins (8 sets)
-bolts (minimum ½” shaft diameter and 2.5” length), washers and wingnuts to match (2
sets)
-nails (round heads)
Cookie Booth Sign
-plastic corrugated sign board (10” x 40”)
-1” adhesive Velcro strips (2 pieces)
General
-wood glue
-sand paper
-paint brush
-paint roller
-white paint
-blue paint
-primer paint
-white stencils or alphabet stickers
Equipment
-saw
-drill and bits
-hammer
-clamps
-pencil
-scissors

What You Do
Construct the Booth
1. Measure and cut the ½” plywood:
-top panel (32” x 8”)
-bottom panel (32” x 8”)
-interior shelf (32” x 8”)
© Girl Guides of Canada - Guides du Canada
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-two side panels (35” x 8”)
-front panel (32” x 35”)
-floor plate panel (36” x 24”)
-two base panels (5” x 10”) to act as cookie booth feet
2. Measure and cut two pieces of 1x4 lumber for the cookie sign support stands to
78” in length.
3. Mark off where you want the shelf to be in the cookie booth. Make sure the shelf
is placed high enough for a GGC cookie case to fit on the bottom shelf of the
cookie booth.
4. Use wood glue to affix the two side panels to the top panel, the shelf panel and
the bottom panel. Use clamps to hold all the panels together.
5. Attach the two side panels to the top, bottom and shelf panels with nails.
6. Attach the front panel to the cookie booth frame with nails.
7. Add the two base panels, that will act as the cookie booth feet, to the bottom
panel with nails.
8. Allow the wood glue to dry for 24 hours.
9. Drill two holes at a height of 15” and 30” in each of the two side panels for the
bolts, washers and wingnuts.
10. Make the same size holes at the same height in the two pieces of 1x4 lumber,
that will be used as the support stands for the cookie sign.
11. Secure the floor plate plywood to the bottom panel of the cookie booth (between
the feet) by drilling appropriate holes (at least 1’ apart and centered) through the
bottom panel and floor plate. Through both holes, use bolts, washers, and
wingnuts to secure the booth to the floor plate.
The floor plate panel will provide some stability to the cookie booth so that it does not tip
over. There must always be enough weight on the floor plate to prevent the booth from
tipping.
Finishing Touches
1. Sand all the exposed surfaces of the booth.
2. Apply a coat of primer to the booth. Let the primer dry for 24 hours.
3. Apply a coat of blue paint to the booth and the cookie sign. Let the paint dry
for 24 hours. Apply a second coat of paint.
4. To decorate the cookie sign and the front panel of the cookie booth, choose
from the following options:
-Use white paint and paint the word “Cookie” or “Girl Guides of Canada” onto the
© Girl Guides of Canada - Guides du Canada
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sign and booth.
-Use a stencil to trace out the words and trefoil symbol.
-Use adhesive letters or stickers.
Assembly of the Cookie Booth
1. Connect the two 1x4 lumber pieces to the side panels of the cookie booth.
2. Attach one side of the adhesive Velcro strip to the top end of the 1x4.
Repeat this step for the second 1x4.
3. Attach the matching Velcro strip to the backside of the corrugated plastic cookie
sign. Attach the cookie sign to the two 1x4 by connecting the two Velcro strips
together.

Photos: Van Chau (Langley, British Columbia)
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Building a Cookie Dispenser
Source: Canadian Guider – Fall 2016 Edition (pages 38-39)
Written by Sandi Dewar
What You Need
Equipment
-two full size armchair box
-carpet knife or box cutter knife
-duct tape
-packing tape
-Crayola tempera paint
-cookie graphics from the GGC Brand Centre
-double sided tape
-Girl Guide Cookies plastic banner

What You Do
Construct the Dispenser
1. Get two similar-sized armchair boxes from a furniture store.
On each box, secure one set of four flaps with reinforced packing tape.
Decide which box will be the top of your dispenser and cut two of the flaps from
the untapped end. On the bottom box, cut off all four flaps from the untapped
end.
2. Place the top of the box onto the bottom box and mark out the rear doorway.
Using a carpet knife or box cutter knife, cut doors into the boxes.
Lightly score down the “hinge-side” of the doors to facilitate opening.
3. Line up the boxes with the two flaps from the top box tucked down inside the
bottom box. This will help to strengthen the structure.
Using reinforced duct tape, attach the boxes together, securing all seams, both
inside and outside the boxes. Also tape any holes or hands-holds closed from
the inside.
Cut a window into the front face of the top box; score and fold it to the outside as
shown.
4. Cut a slit into the box that the window can slot into.
Score the underside of the window flap in two places and bend it to create a
ledge.
Notch the corners of the window flap so that it slides easily into the slot.
Optional: the ledge can be secured with duct tape on the inside of the box.
5. Paint the entire exterior of the cookie dispenser in Girl Guide blue.
The cardboard will absorb most of the first coat, so plan on painting two to three
coats of paint. This dispenser was painted using one large (16-oz/475-mL) bottle
of Crayola tempera paint.
Let paint dry for at least 24 hours.
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Print cookie graphics from the GGC Brand Centre and position them with tape
until you are satisfied with your design.
6. Glue the cookie graphics into place using extra-strength adhesive. Use
double-sided tape instead of glue to secure the Girl Guide Cookies banner.
Cut a “dispensing” hole in the side, slightly larger in size than a box of Girl Guide
Cookies.
7. Once a customer has paid for cookies at the front window, their cookies can then
be “dispensed” through this slot.

Photo: Sandi Dewar (Port Elgin, Ontario)
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Photo: 1st Thornbury Guides Cookie (Ontario)

Photo: Cookie Vending Machine at Coop Creekside (Calgary, Alberta)
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Cookie Concession Box
1. Divide the girls into pairs.
2. Have the girls construct the cookie concession box
and decorate it using the supplies provided.

Making a Cookie Concession Box
Source: Canadian Guider – Winter 2016 Edition (pages
16-17)
Written by Sandi Dewar

Supplies

q Banker’s Box or
Grocery Produce
Box

q Box Cutter
q Ruler
q Clipart from GGC
Brand Centre

q GGC Parade Sash

What You Need
-Solid Box (Banker’s Box, Publisher’s Book Box,
Grocery Box)
-Box Cutter
-Ruler
-Clipart from GGC Brand Centre
-GGC Parade Sash
What You Do
1. Begin with a solidly constructed box that has reinforced carrying slots. Grocery
produce boxes work well; just make sure they’re clean and dry.
2. Using a sharp box cutter, remove the lid.
3. Cut a wide window along the front of the box that is low enough to show the top
of the cookie boxes, but high enough to keep them from falling out. Use a ruler
to maintain a clean, straight edge.
4. Decorate the front and sides of your concession box with clipart from the Asset
Library of the GGC Brand Centre at: brandcentre.girlguides.ca
Use images from past Cookie All Stars certificates, cookie posters, and
everyone’s favourite – Girl Guide cookie mascots. Keep the decorations simple
and clutter-free, and be sure to include the Girl Guide of Canada Trefoil logo and
the price for a box of cookies.
5. Add a GGC parade sash for another decorative touch and to help support the
concession box while it is being carried. You can also use a blue badge sash
or make one from an upcycled old bed sheet or other piece of fabric, and attach
a few cookie crests or other GGC crests. The sash should be at least three
inches wide, so it lies flat against the carrier’s neck and shoulders.
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Photo: Sandi Dewar (Port Elgin, Ontario)
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Cookie Costume
1. Challenge the girls to make cookie costumes to wear
while cookie selling.
2. The girls can sew the costumes at home with the
help of an adult.

Making a Cookie Costume
Source: Canadian Guider – Spring 2017 Edition (pages
18-19)
Written by Van Chau

Supplies

q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Polar Fleece
Broadcloth
Thread
Quilt Batting
Sewing Machine
Scissors
Pins

What You Need
Supplies
-beige or brown polar fleece
-1/2 yard beige or brown broadcloth fabric
-quilt batting
-sewing machine
-scissors
-pins
-thread

What You Do
Cut Out the Pattern and Fabric
1. Decide how big you want the cookie costume to be. This will depend on whether
it is for a girl or a Guider. Use a 20” circle for a Spark/Brownie/Guide and a
26-30” circle for a Pathfinder/Ranger/Guider.
2. Draw a big uniform circle on a large piece of paper with a diameter of 20”
(or whatever size you want, depending on the branch you are making it for).
3. Cut out the circle. This will be the cookie pattern.
4. Place the pattern piece on the wrong side of the fabric and pin it in place.
Cut out four circles with polar fleece.
5. Use the cookie pattern to cut out two circles with the quilt batting.
6. Cut out eight pieces of 2” x 8” strips of broadcloth. These will be the shoulder
straps.
7. Cut out eight pieces of 1.5” x 12” strips of broadcloth. These will be the side
ties to close up the left and right sides of the costume.
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Sew the Front Side
1. With the right sides together, stitch along both long edges of the shoulder strap.
Repeat this step for the other shoulder straps. Turn all four shoulder straps right
side out.
2. With the right sides together, stitch along both long edges of the side ties.
Repeat this step for other side tie. Turn the four ties right side out.
3. Lay the front fleece circle right side up. Place the two shoulder straps in the
desired spots along the top edge of the circle (about 6” apart), with the other
end of the straps toward the centre of the circle. Pin the straps in place.
4. On the left and right sides of the circle, place the two ties in the desired spots
with them pointing toward the centre of the circle. Pin the ties in place.
These will be the ties that close up the side of the cookie costume.
5. Place the second piece of fleece on top of the first piece of fleece (with the
right side facing inward).
6. On top of all the fleece layers, place the quilt batting. Pin all these layers together
along the circumference of the circle.
7. Stitch through all the layers around the circle. Leave an opening of about 8” at
the bottom so that you can turn it right side out when you are done sewing.
8. Cut little notches along the edge of the circumference on the wrong side so that
the seam allowance does not bunch up when the fabric is turned right side out.
9. Turn the cookie costume right side out. Topstitch along the outside of the cookie
along the entire circumference to close up the opening. You have finished the
front side of the cookie costume.
10. Cut a square piece of broadcloth for the trefoil and the three “waves”.
11. Use a contrasting thread colour to topstitch the broadcloth trefoil and wave
embellishments onto the front fleece circle to make the stitching stand out.

Sew the Back Side
1. Use the front of the costume as a guide for the placement of the shoulder
straps and side ties to make sure everything lines up properly for the front
and back.
2. Lay the back piece of fleece right side up. Place the two shoulder straps
along the top edge of the circle making sure that they match up with the
straps on the front circle of the costume. Pin the straps in place.
3. On the left and right sides of the back fleece circle, place the two ties in the same
positions as the front circle. Pin the ties in place.
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4. Lay the second piece of fleece on top, then the quilt batting. Pin all these layers
together along the circumference of the circle.
5. Stitch through all the layers around the circle. Leave an opening of about 8” at
the bottom so that you can turn it right side out when you are done sewing.
6. Cut little notches along the edge of the circumference on the wrong side, just as
before.
7. Turn the cookie costume right side out. Topstitch along the outside of the cookie
along the entire circumference to close up the opening. You have finished the
back side of the cookie costume.
8. Tie the two shoulder straps together. Put the costume on and tie up the side ties
on the left and right sides of the costume.

Photo: Van Chau (Langley, British Columbia)
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Photo: Girl Guides of Canada – Alberta Council (Calgary, Alberta)
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Cookie Blitz
1. Participate in a Cookie Blitz for the Fall Campaign and
for the Spring Campaign.
2. Divide the girls up into groups of 3-4 and assign a
Guider or a parent to each group.
3. Assign one group to a different route around your
meeting place or neighbourhood. Alternatively, girls
could follow clues or compass coordinates to find their
cookie selling routes.
4. Go around the neighbourhood and sell cookies. Use a
wagon to put the cases of cookies in to make it easier
to transport.

Cookie Days in Canada

Supplies

q Maps of Routes
Around the
Neighbourhood

q Wagon

Supplies

1. Participate in Cookie Days in Canada for the Fall
q Promotional GGC
Campaign (in October) OR for the Spring Campaign
Cookie Materials
(in April).
2. Register for Cookie Days when the email comes out
advertising them in September for the Fall Campaign.
An email comes out in March for the Spring Campaign. Once your time slots and
days are confirmed by GGC, some promotional cookie materials will be mailed
to you.

Source: Girl Guides of Canada
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Cookie All Stars
1. Participate in Cookie All Stars as an individual or with your unit. Earn group or
individual crests.
2. Set some individual goals to achieve some cool rewards offered with Cookie All
Stars.
Cookie All Stars Rewards
Girls who individually sell 7 to 14 cases will receive a Crest.
Girls who individually sell 15 to 29 cases will receive a $25 Movie Voucher
and a Crest.
Girls who individually sell 30 to 39 cases will receive a $75 Gift Card to
Indigo Books and Music Inc. and a Crest.
Girls who individually sell 40 to 79 cases will receive a $125 Gift Card to Best
Buy and a Crest.
Girls who individually sell 80 cases or more will receive a $250 Gift Card to
Best Buy and a Crest.

Source: Girl Guides of Canada
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THINK OUTSIDE THE COOKIE BOX
Cookie Recipes
Supplies

1. Have a Cookie Bake-Off.
q Cookie Recipes
2. Divide the girls into patrols or groups of 3-4 girls.
3. Download and print various GGC cookie recipes from the
Girl Guides of Canada website:
https://www.girlguides.ca/web/GGC/Cookies/Recipies/GGC/Cookies/Recipes.aspx
4. Provide each group printouts of the recipe. Have each group decide which recipe
they want to use. Each group should pick a different recipe.
Choose from the following recipes:
i.
No Bake Chai Cheesecake
ii.
Girl Guide Minted Chocolate Salame
iii.
Girl Guide Brownie Cupcakes
iv.
Minty Hot Chocolate
v.
Girl Guide Vanilla Banana Trifle (Petit and Sweet)
vi.
Chocolate Vanilla Coffee Cake
There are also other recipes submitted by various people that you can try.

Source: Girl Guides of Canada
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Crafts with Cookie Boxes and Cases
1. Divide the girls into groups of 2-3.
2. Brainstorm as a group. Decide what you can make
out of cookies boxes or cookie cases. Be creative
and think outside the box.
3. Make it into a competition. Give a time limit (eg.
length of a unit meeting). After everyone is done,
share with the entire unit all the cookie box
creations and vote on the top three favourite crafts.

Supplies

q
q
q
q
q

GGC Cookie Boxes
GGC Cookie Cases
Tape
Scissors
Glue

Source: Pinterest
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Source: Pinterest

Source: Pinterest
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Cookie Scrapbook
1. Cut out the front and back panels of the GGC
cookie case.
2. Use pencil crayons and felts to colour the
illustrations on the cookie case.
3. Punch two holes on the left hand side of the
front cover and back cover. Punch two holes in a
stack of white paper cut to the size of the front and
back covers.
4. Insert some white pieces of paper between the
front and back covers to add pages in the
scrapbook.
5. Attach all the pages and cardboard pieces together
with metal rings.
6. Add Guiding photos from your meetings and
outings to the scrapbook. Write a little phrase
describing the photo.
7. Embellish the scrapbook with GGC clipart, stickers,
cut outs from Canadian Guider and Pipeline to the
white pages of the scrapbook.

Supplies

q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

GGC Cookie Case
Glue
Scissors
Metal Rings
Pencil Crayons
Felts
White Paper
GGC Clipart
GGC Stickers
Canadian Guider
Pipeline
Photos

Cookie Board Game
1. Divide the girls into patrols.
2. Have each patrol design and make a board game with a cookie theme. Think of
popular board games like Snakes and Ladders, Monopoly, Pictionary, Cranium,
Candyland, etc. for ideas.
3. Make sure to include game rules, games pieces, and game cards.
4. After everyone has made their board games, rotate the games around and play in
small groups.
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Cookie Games
Cookie Twister Game
1. Make a Girl Guide Cookie Twister Game that you
can play with your unit. Use the template for the
Girl Guide Cookie Twister Game Spinner.
2. Make the Girl Guide Cookie Twister mat by using
a white tarp or a white plastic table cloth. Print out,
cut out and then glue clipart of the chocolate mint
cookies, vanilla classic cookies and chocolate
classic cookies onto the tarp or plastic table cloth.

Supplies

q Girl Guide Cookie
Twister Game Spinner
Board (see template)

q White Tarp or White
Plastic Table Cloth

q Girl Guide Cookie
Cookie Clipart

How to Set Up the Game
1.
Have the girls take off their shoes while playing the game.
2.
Place the white Twister game mat on the floor with the images of the cookies
facing up.
3.
A Guider will be the referee. She will spin the Twister spinner, tell everyone what
the moves will be, and facilitate the game play.
4.
Two girls will position themselves at the opposite ends of the Twister mat.
Each girl should place one foot on the yellow circle and the other foot on the blue
circle that is closest to the end of the Twister mat.
How to Play the Game
1.
The Guider will spin the Twister spinner. She will call out the body part
(left hand, left foot, right hand, or right foot) and the colour that the spinner arrow
points to. For example, the Guider will say “Left hand, yellow.”
2.
When the Guider calls out the body part and colour, both girls must follow the
directions at the same time.
3.
Both girls must place the called-out body part on a free called-out circle. If the
called-out hand or foot is already on a circle of that colour, then the girl must
move it to another circle of the same colour.
4.
Girls are not allowed to have more than one hand or foot on the same circle.
If both girls reach for the same circle, the Guider must decide who placed their
body part there first. Then the other girl must find another free circle of the same
colour to place her body part.
5.
If all six circles of the same colour have a body part on it, then the Guider must
spin again until a different colour is obtained.
How to Be Eliminated from the Game
If a girl falls or touches the Twister mat with an elbow or a knee, then she is eliminated
from the game. A girl can choose to eliminate herself if she thinks that she is going to
fall when moving to a new position.
How to Win the Game
The girl who is left in the game is the winner.
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Face the Cookie Game
1. Explain to the girls that the goal of the game is to
Supplies
get the cookie from forehead to the mouth without
q Girl Guide Cookie
using any hands.
2. This could be set up as a competition. The first girl
q Timer / Stopwatch
to get the cookie into her mouth, within a minute,
q Chair
wins.
3. Have the girls sit on chairs.
4. Line the girls up in a row.
5. Give each girl a cookie and have her place the cookie on her forehead.
6. Explain that she should use her facial expressions to move the cookie from her
forehead to her mouth. The girls are allowed to tilt their head to help move the
cookie along. The cookie must stay on the face at all time. If the cookie falls off the
face at any time, the girl is eliminated from the game. In order to win the game, the
cookie must end up in the mouth and secured by the lips.

Cookie in Spoon Relay Game
1. Divide the girls up into teams with even numbers of
Supplies
girls.
q Girl Guide Cookie
2. Have half the girls line up at one end of room and the
other half at the other end of the room.
q Plastic Spoon
3. The first girl places a plastic spoon in her mouth.
Then a cookie is placed on the plastic spoon. With
her hands behind her back, the girl must quickly walk
or run across the room, carrying the cookie, and being careful not to drop the cookie.
4. Once she gets to the other side, she must carefully transfer the cookie from her
spoon to her partner’s spoon without using her hand. Once the cookie has been
transferred, the second girl must race back across the room and transfer the cookie
to the third girl.
5. The first team to have all their girls move the cookie across the room first wins.

Cookie Box Jenga Game
1. Stack a bunch of GGC cookie boxes in a sturdy
tower.
2. Have the girls remove one cookie box at a time from
the tower. Be careful not to make the tower fall apart
and crumble to the ground. Then take that box and
put it on top of the tower.
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Cookie Catapults Game
Source: modified from Marshmellow Catapults activity
in the STEM (Engineering) Challenge – GGC BC
Council

Supplies

q
q
q
q

Popsicle Sticks

Elastic Bands
1. Divide the girls into pairs for the competition.
Plastic Spoon
2. Each pair builds a catapult with the supplies
Girl Guide Cookies
given.
3. Stack all, but two of the popsicle sticks on top of
each other.
4. Tightly wrap a rubber band around each end of the
stack, to keep all the sticks together.
5. Insert the larger popsicle stick stack between the two
Sticks, pushing the stack close up to the rubber band.
6. Crisscross a rubber band around the two pieces.
7. Attach the plastic spoon to the top of the catapult using the remaiing rubber band.
8. Put a Girl Guide cookie on the spoon, pull back and release.
9. The team that can launch the GGC cookie the farthest wins.

Bake Off Relay Game
Source: Guiding with Jewels

Supplies

q Recipe Card with
1. Divide the girls up into groups. The object of the
Instruction
game is for the teams to race in a relay and collect
everything they need to bake a batch of cookies.
q Measuring Cup
2. Set up all the items for each group on one side of the
q Plastic Mixing Bowl
play area.
q Wooden Spoon
3. Create obstacles made from cookie boxes and
labeled as the oven, the fridge, the store, etc.
q Spatula
4. The teams race in a relay to bake cookies, but they
q Apron
don’t know what they need until the first girl runs and
q Oven Mitt
gets the recipe card and brings it back to the group.
5. One at a time, each girl races to get the next item of
q Empty Box to Represent
the recipe, doing what the card says as they go.
Flour
For example,
q Cookie Sheet
-The first item might be to go and get the apron.
q Empty Milk Carton
-The next girl then has to wear that item and run
around the store once she gets the flour.
-The next girl has to get the apron from the second girl, put it on and run to the ridge
to get the milk.
-Then someone has to get the mixing bowl and run to the oven and back to the
team.
6. Make the relay as long and complex as you want. You should have one or two
instructions per girl in the team.
7. All the instructions can be on one recipe card, or have new instructions written out
for each item. The team that finishes first can play host and serve a snack to the
other players.
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COOKIES AROUND THE WORLD
1. Research the types of cookies sold by other Girl Guides and Girl Scouts from
different countries around the world.
i.
What flavours are sold?
ii.
How much does a box of cookies cost?
iii.
When are the cookie campaigns?
iv.
What do the cookies boxes look like?
v.
What are the ingredients for the cookies?
vi.
What are the nutritional information for each type of cookie?
vii.
Are there special types of cookies (eg. gluten-free, peanut-free, etc.)?
viii.
What are 10 things that you do not know about those cookies?
ix.
Are there any reward programs offered for selling cookies?
2. Decide on a way to display what you learned through your research.
Make a poster, a flip book, a display board, a banner, etc.

Girl Scout Cookies (United States of
America)
Girl Scouts of America offer eleven varieties of cookies: S’mores Crispy Graham
Cracker, S’mores Sandwich Cookie, Caramel deLites, Peanut Butter
Patties/Tagalongs, Do-si-dos/Peanut Butter Sandwich, Shortbread/Trefoils,
Lemonades, Thanks-a-Lot (shortbread and fudge), Gluten-free Toffee-tastic,
Savannah Smiles (powdered-sugar dusted lemon cookies), Gluten-free Trios
(peanut butter oatmeal chocolate chip cookies). The cookies include two glutenfree, dairy-free, and nut free. The cookies are only sold for a limited time.

Source: Girl Scouts of America
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Source: Girl Scouts of America
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Girl Guide Biscuits (Australia)
Girl Guides in Australia have three varieties for cookies: Traditional Vanilla, Glutenfree Shortbread, and Mini Chocolate Chip.

Source: Girl Guides Australia
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GirlGuiding Biscuits (New Zealand)
GirlGuiding New Zealand sell their cookies online so that the consumer does not have
to purchase the cookies through a Girl Guide. They have three varieties of cookies:
Original, Chocolate, and Mini Chocolate.

Source: GirlGuiding New Zealand
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Girl Guides Cookies (Singapore)
Girl Guides in Singapore have three varieties for cookies sold in decorative metal cookie
tins: Chocolate Mint, Chocolate Cream, and Malt Chocolate.

Source: Girl Guides Singapore
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PROGRAM CONNECTIONS
Wondering how the activities in the BC Super Cookie Challenge fit into the rest of your
unit’s program? The tables on the following pages outline program connections for each
branch. Note that you will need to refer to the program book to determine how many
activities you have covered in the program. Some of the activities in the challenge are
not exactly the same as the activities in the program book, but they meet the program
objective, just the same. If you find other connections to your program, please feel free
to give your girls credit for them (and email the Program Committee so we can update
these tables!) This is not a comprehensive list, feel free to apply your activities to other
parts of the program as you see fit. Remember that each activity you complete can
accomplish multiple parts of the program.
SPARK PROGRAM CONNECTIONS
Being a Spark
Going Outside
In My Community
Exploring and Experimenting

BROWNIE PROGRAM CONNECTIONS
Be a Chef
All About Art
Artist at Work
Cookies Yum!
Helping Sparks
Key to Me #5
Key to Stem #5
Key to the Arts #1
Key to I Can #7, 8
Key to Girl Guide #1
Key to Active Living #2
Key to My Community # 1, 6

GUIDE PROGRAM CONNECTIONS
Inventing
Engineering
Tasty Treats
Art Production
Event Planning
Cookies Rising
Performing Arts
Campfire Leading
Canadian Guiding
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Business Communication
Try New Things #4, 5
Learn About Guiding #5
Learn How to Plan #1, 2, 5
Discover Your Community #3
Discover Your Creativity #2, 3, 4, 5
Discover What’s Important to You #5
Explore the Outdoors and Nature #2, 3
Learn About Leadership in a Group #2, 3, 5

PATHFINDER PROGRAM CONNECTIONS
Event Planning
Puzzle Me #1
Get Musical #7
Movie Mania #7
We’re a Team #4
Camera Crazy #3
Finding the Path #6
Computer Whiz #2, 3
We Are What We Eat #5
Beyond Pathfinders #2, 3
Broaden Your Horizons #7
Finding Your Way #7, 8, 9
The Arts from A-Z #1, 4, 7, 8
Girls’ Just Want to Have Fun #3, 4, 5
Everything Comes From STEM #1, 6

RANGER PROGRAM CONNECTIONS
Celebrate Guiding #11, 17
Healthy Living #4
Explore Your Creativity #8, 16
Leadership and Management #5, 15, 18, 23
Environment, Outdoors, and Camping #22, 28
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